In this article, a multi-objective optimization is presented to find optimal cable adjustment for statically indeterminate cable structures. Combining a constrained least-square method and the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II, a trade-off curve of potential solutions is generated from which a final set of cable adjustments can be chosen by the designer. Optimal solutions are measured against solutions found by a trial-and-error method on the George C. King Bridge case study. Results show that the proposed strategy can successfully find adjustments that significantly reduce overall tension errors, with fewer cables involved.
Introduction
An underestimated problem in cable structures is the variation of cable tension respect to the anticipated tension values after installation when the structural system is statically indeterminate. Variations of weight or geometrical tolerances lead to variations in cable tension, the effects of which can lead to unacceptable stress states in the final structure, either excess of tension or de-tensioning. A program of cable length adjustment may then be necessary. A theoretically "perfect" cable adjustment exists but generally involves all cables in the system with adjustments that may not be practical on-site. Accessibility problems may also hinder adjustment of certain cables. An approximate adjustment solution may be sufficient to achieve the desired structural behavior within acceptable tolerance. 1 Most research on cable adjustment optimization is for stayed-bridges. One of the early works using the computeraided optimization is presented in Fujisawa and Tomo 2 in which weighted least square method is applied to control and optimize cable adjustment during bridge erection without limitations. In Jung and Lee, 3 constraints on the range of adjustment are introduced with a system control method that update the analytical model to describe the bridge behavior during construction. Both works describe a real-time optimization performed during the construction. Because continuous geometry measurement and cable adjustment are required, these approaches can be rather difficult to apply. Recent works as Zhou et al. 4 and Hassan et al. 5 have focused more on development of optimization methods used as design tools. In particular, optimization presented in Hassan et al., 5 using genetic algorithm, finds optimal post-tensioning cables forces under dead load, that is, final configuration of the bridge.
Nevertheless, variations of weight or geometrical tolerance are difficult to predict in design phase.
In this article, we focused on developing an optimization procedure for statically indeterminate cable systems. A classical constrained least-square method is implemented in a multi-objective optimization to minimize the difference between the perfect theoretical solution and the approximate adjustment solution for a configuration of n cables. The study is done using a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) that finds a subset of n optimal cable configurations, from which the engineer can choose the better one with regard to different parameters (minimum cables number to adjust, optimal solution with n cables, etc.).
The validity of this proposed method is checked by applying it to the St. Patrick's Bridge project in Calgary, where an approximate solution was found manually and applied on-site.
After the presentation and mathematical formulation of the optimization method in sections "Cables adjustment optimization" and "MOGA for cable adjustment," we then present the manual and automatic optimization applied on St. Patrick's Bridge in section "Case study: Calgary's footbridge." Comparison and discussion of results are provided in "Results" and "Discussion."
Cables adjustment optimization

Cable length adjustment: exact solution
In a statically indeterminate cable system, if the displacements imposed during the adjustments are small, we can consider the nonlinearity of the system as negligible, that is, the system behavior is linear. Due to this hypothesis, the tension in each cable produced by their change in length can be expressed in a matrix form as follows
where f and ∆I are the column vector of cables tension and length adjustments, respectively, while K is a matrix that links the tension and the displacements as a linear operator. This matrix is similar to a stiffness matrix and it is often called influence matrix in the literature 2 because each of its columns expresses the variation of the cable force for any and all cables in the system due to the adjustment of any single cable. The procedure utilized to calculate the matrix K is described in section "Influence matrix" and in Royer-de-Vericourt et al. 1 To minimize the deviation between the cable force measured on site and the ideal tension, first we define the error e e f f = − ∆ t * (2) where
= − is the difference between the ideal cable forces and the cable forces measured on site and f * is the tension in the cables due to the change in cable length ∆I according to equation (1) . It is clear that the ideal adjustment will be given by e = 0. If the optimization is unconstrained and the matrix is square and not singular, the ideal adjustments vector can be simply obtained by the following equation
Influence matrix. Each element i in the column vector ∆f defined in equation (1) can be written as follows
where k i j , is the influence of the adjustment of the cable j on the force of the cable i.
According to equation (4), a unitary displacement δ l m = 1 imposed to a cable m causes a force in the same cable equal to δ f k
So to obtain the influence matrix K for a system of m cables, a unitary shortening of ith cable was applied to the structural model for each cable individually. The effect of the shortening of cable i in the cable force for all m cables was recorded. These forces represent the force effects of the cable i shortening on each cable and were recorded in the first line of the matrix. This was repeated on the cable i + 1 and so forth until the m m × square matrix K was defined.
A simple API written in Python that connects the structural software Oasys GSA and Excel has been developed to build automatically the matrix K.
Cable length adjustment with limited length range
Due to practical issues, such as those discussed in sections "Introduction" and "Bridge description," the cable adjustments may have to be limited to a domain, defined by lower and upper admissible values [ , ] l u b b . This turns the problem in a constrained optimization expressed as follows minimize subject to
The optimization described by equation (5) may be used if all cables in the system can be adjusted. From a practical point of view, finding an optimal solution with the adjustment of only a few cables of the system may be more interesting that the trivial solution where all cables are involved in the adjustment process. The interest is both economical and practical: the adjustment of a few cables is faster (and more economic) and it permits better control over the stress caused in the structure at each phase. Again, sometimes, not all cables can be adjusted because they may be inaccessible, blocked, or at the limit of their available range of adjustment. In such a case, it is necessary to perform the optimization solely on the accessible and adjustable cables.
To perform the optimization just for a selected number of cables, we modify equation (5) introducing the bias weight matrix as in a weighted least square problem minimize subject to
where W is a diagonal matrix in which the diagonal elements are the weight coefficients. In our case matrix, W is useful as we can use it as a Boolean matrix in which one can set to 0 the diagonal elements that correspond to cables that cannot be adjusted or, on the contrary, setting to 1 diagonal elements that represent cables that the designer has decided to adjust. If the set of cables used for adjustment can be determined based on engineering or practical considerations, the optimization described in equation (6) can be done by a simple computer program. In this article, we developed a Python program to solve equation (6) using convex optimization. 6 Results of this approach are presented in section "Results" for St. Patrick's Bridge.
On the contrary, if the set of cables used for adjustment cannot be determined prior to optimization, or if the engineer wants to explore more solutions with different configurations of cables to adjust, defining the best combination of cables to obtain optimal solution from equation (6) becomes a hard optimization problem.
So in this article, we present a new optimization procedure, done with a MOGA, to explore different optimal cable configurations from which the engineer can either 1. Choose an optimal configuration of k cables of n such that the error reached from the optimization is minimized. 2. Choose the minimum number of k cables such that the error reached from the optimization is equal to a value imposed by the engineer.
MOGA for cable adjustment
General considerations
To solve this problem, the brute force method could be applied, but with strong limitations on the optimization due to computing time. For example, for goal 2 above, an exhaustive research can be performed, in a prefixed short time (e.g. 1 h), only for 16 cables. Similarly, for goal 1, only 19 cables can be analyzed completely, while for more cable only particular k-combinations can be explored before incurring the impact of combinatorial explosion on computing time, as shown in Figure 1 . For this reason, we developed an MOGA that, as shown in the next section, finds a subset of optimal cable configurations such that the errors found with the optimization described in equation (8) are the minima for the considered combination of cables.
MOGA for cable adjustment
The aim of the optimization is to minimize the number of cables to adjust and to find their optimal change in length such that the error between the tension reached in adjusted cables and target tension is minimized. This optimization can be formulated as a multi-objective problem in which the first function to minimize is the minimum error e reached by convex optimization defined in equation (5), while the second function can be expressed as the trace of the matrix W defined in section "Cable length adjustment with limited length range" 
where c is the number of the cables involved in the convex optimization. So, if the Boolean vector w = … ( , , )
, , w w n n 1 1 represents the diagonal of the matrix W, that is, adjusted cables, using a MOGA, the optimization evolves solution of w minimizing minimize F w w l w
As shown in equation (8) , and discussed in section "Cables adjustment optimization," the error e depends on the adjusted cables as well as on the length adjustment Δl. Indeed, for a set of cables represented by the vector w, the first objective function (5) minimizes the error e by varying the length Δl i of each cable involved in the optimization process.
It is also important to note that in the procedure, the cable lengths are optimized for each vector w so that e(w) is minimal for this set of cables w. Thus, each set w is accurately evaluated at its best performance.
Usually for a multi-objective problem, there is not a unique solution that minimizes all objective functions simultaneously. In our optimization, the Pareto-optimal front is defined by different possible configurations of n cables to adjust, which is represented by vector w. In this way, the engineer can choose from a set of optimal solutions the one which is enough effective on the final structure and has the fewer cables to adjust. The flow chart in Figure 2 demonstrates the different steps in the optimization, which are explained in more detail in the subsections below.
Genetic operators
Selection. A key stage of the genetic algorithm is the selection process in which suitable parents are chosen from a population for later breeding to form the next generation. To generate offspring starting from a population, the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) is used. 7 NGSA-II selects parents from the current population using tournament selection with a ranking criterion based on non-dominance comparison using the Pareto objective. Using the Python library DEAP, 8 the original implementation of NGSA-II is developed in this article.
Crossover. For this article, two-point crossover is used. The chromosome of two parents is directly swapped between two crossover points to generate the two-child organism.
Mutation. The chromosome of our individual is represented by elements of Boolean vector w, that is, a sequence of 0 and 1. So for our GA, the uniform integer mutation operator replaces the value of the chosen gene with a random integer between 0 and 1. To choose the variable to mutate, the mutation operator considers each gene in turn, generates a random number, and if it is less than the mutation-probability, then the mutation is performed on this gene.
Post-processing
Once the evolution is completed, a set of non-dominated solutions are found. Normally, a Pareto-optimal front for a multi-objective optimization is plotted in a graph with the first fitness function in abscissa axis and the second fitness function in an ordinate axis, as shown in Figure 3 .
In our case, to easily analyze the results, we first define index ι as the normalization of the sum of absolute values of the error between the target tensions and the tensions after the adjustment on the sum of the target tensions in each cable This index measures how many adjustments fit the ideal solution. If ι 0 is the index of the system without the adjustment of cables, we can define also the gain of a solution found by the algorithm as
We then plot the Pareto-optimal front diagram with the gain g of each optimal configurations of cable in the abscissa axis and the number of cables to adjust in the ordinate axis. Each point of the graph, defined by an ordered pair (g, c), represents a possible combination of c cables such that the overall error is minimized.
The output of the algorithm is also processed to generate a table in which the number of adjusted cables, the combination of the adjusted cables, and the correspondent vector w are summarized.
In this way, the engineer can easily select one or more cables combinations that better fit the problem. Once a configuration w * is chosen, the vector of cables adjustment ∆I is simply obtained passing w * to ∆f(w*), that is, passing the trace of matrix w to least-square optimization.
Case study: Calgary's footbridge
Bridge description
St. Patrick's Bridge crosses the Bow River in Calgary and was completed in October 2014. The bridge is the result of an open international competition won by a joint venture between RFR, architects and engineers, and Halsall, now part of the Parsons Brinckerhoff group.
The footbridge is a three-span, 182-m-long networkarch structure spanning over the Bow River at the tip of St. Patrick's Island in Calgary. The inherently efficient scheme with generous span to depth ratios was optimized parametrically with respect to member geometry and sizes. The network arch has a total of 64 cables, 16 for north arch and 48 for south arch. The slender arches and slim deck have minimal contact with the river banks thereby responding to the openness and the natural qualities of the site.
The design itself presented certain construction challenges including the sequencing of installation operations and hanger cable tensioning so that the arches and deck work together as a network arch. 9 Stainless steel wire strand was used for the hanger cables with diameters between 25 and 32 mm for the most highly stressed cables. The cables are designed without turnbuckles; a tolerance adjustment is provided by swaged threaded fittings at each end fixed by anchor nuts and spherical washers to enable cable rotation. Tolerance adjustment was however limited, and the adjustment was required to account for multiple sources of variation including the tolerance in the elevation of bridge deck, weight of deck, as well as the tolerance in cable length, fabrication, and erection. For the load transfer to the cables, the cable lengths were set to a minimum force for cable snugness (Figure 4) .
After the initial load transfer, it was clear that the cable stresses varied from the design calculations. This was due to relative stiffness of cables due to their angle to the deck as well as high points from those areas over the most rigid zones of the temporary support structure of the deck.
The cable forces were measured and the effects of the variation on cable force in the structure were analyzed. While the variation had negligible effect on the arch stresses, ultimate cable forces, or geometric tolerances, certain zones of the post-tensioned concrete deck were critical. The bending induced into the deck would induce extreme fiber tension stresses in the deck under certain service load combinations that exceeded code limits. Cable hanger adjustment was therefore necessary. Several challenges were confronted in the cable adjustment. First, some cables were no longer accessible as temporary work platforms over the bridge had been removed as required by project schedule. Second, some cables were at the limit of adjustment available in their swaged fittings and many had limitations on the remaining thread for adjustment. Third, the adjustment campaign had to be held on a short lapse of time to ensure a constant temperature, so the number of cables to adjust had to be minimized. Finally, cable adjustment had to be in increments large enough to be measured on site by the workers. Length adjustments below 4 mm were simply unreasonable on site; on the other hand, maximum adjustments were fixed to ±40 mm.
Structural model modification
A structural model is necessary to build the 64 × 64 influence matrix K. We used the finite element model that had been used previously for the general justification of the bridge.
This model aimed to represent the bridge in its final configuration and geometry. This geometry is slightly different from the precambered fabrication geometry, as the transfer of the concrete deck dead-load induces a downward displacement. Additionally, the erection and connection sequence has an influence on the final distribution of internal forces into the various structural elements. Thus, a stepby-step form-finding procedure has been used to build the model: a first model of the steel arches was built with the precambered geometry, then loaded with the various deadloads following the real erection sequence. At each erection step, a non-linear dynamic relaxation analysis was performed; at the end of the process, the model has both the final geometry and correct internal forces distribution.
Using this model, we built the 64 × 64 influence matrix K and tested the various Δl length adjustments to evaluate their efficiencies. It is worth noting that the step-by-step model construction process has no influence on matrix K, as the latter depends only on the final geometry and the elements stiffness, as described in section "Influence matrix."
It is also important to highlight that the structure is linear for small adjustments, so the order in which cables are adjusted does not influence the final result. On the contrary, the statically indeterminate nature of the structure prevents to verify the tension values prior to final adjustment of all cables. For this reason, it is necessary to determine adjustments in terms of cable length (vector ∆I) rather than cable force (vector ∆f). 1 
Manual cable adjustment
A manual trial and error procedure was used by RFR to determine an acceptable cable adjustment plan. The first approach in calculating the optimal adjustment was based on following condition:
• • Only cables with a difference of more than ±20 kN between the target tension and the adjusted tension were adjusted.
Equation (1) was iteratively solved with a change in length for each cable of ±1 mm. At the end of each calculus iteration, another adjustment of ±1 mm was applied to cables that still had a distance of ±20 kN to their target tension. The process quickly converged in only 20 iterations and the solution was very close to the ideal target with an index of error ι = 8 37
. % . However, the resulting cable adjustment would have involved a large number of cables and was therefore not retained as a viable solution.
To improve the feasibility of the optimization, additional selection criteria were introduced in a second optimization in order to reduce the number of cables involved. Priority was given to cables located in areas with issues regarding safety and durability of structure. Adjustment was limited to cables that were • • Overstressed at the ultimate limit states;
• • Slack for service load combinations;
• • Placed in areas where it was necessary to reduce maximum stress in deck. The criteria listed above were not considered as constraints in optimization procedure but were used as a tool both to select cables and to evaluate solutions.
Two stages were necessary to find a suitable solution. Solutions obtained in the first stage resulted in an index of error ι = 11 50
. % with a gain g = 32% with 15 cables adjusted and a range of [−43 mm, 5 mm]. However, these solutions were unacceptable with respect to deck stress, and the bending moment in the concrete deck still remained too high as shown in Figure 5 (left). In the second stage, we added nine additional cables chosen near the areas of highest stress in the deck. This subset of 24 cables led to an adjustment range of [−43 mm, +30 mm] and an index of error ι = 11 92
. % with a gain g = 30%. Thus, this solution is not as close to the target cable adjustment; however, it met all safety and durability requirements of the structure.
So, the vector ∆I determined from the second attempt was sent by RFR to the contractor as the site adjustment. At the end of their adjustment campaign, the tensions measured on site confirmed the analysis predictions of our solution with an error of ±5 kN with respect to theoretical tensions.
Comparison of manual optimization with mathematical optimization
The results obtained by RFR from the manual optimization described above were compared with cable adjustment determined by the authors in this paper using the mathematical optimization. The comparison was limited to adjustments on the larger south arch, as it was shown that there was little influence between arches.
Two types of optimization method were tested: Table 1 summarizes the genetic parameters adopted on the St. Patrick's Bridge optimization.
Results
In this section, we present the results found by the optimizations described in section "Comparison of manual optimization with mathematical optimization" and compare them with the solution found through the manual procedure. The comparison is done in terms of mathematical efficiency and engineering coherence of the solutions.
Mathematical comparison
The mathematical comparison is done evaluating index of error ι gain g of solutions. Table 2 summarizes these parameters for all tests as well as other useful data like computation time and number of cables involved in the optimization process.
For the same number of adjusted cables, the genetic optimization finds better results than CVX-LS and manual solution but using a different combination of cables. It is interesting to observe that the convex optimization improved the manual solution of 12% with respect to the gain (2% w.r.t. ι ) using the same cables. To find the same g (and ι ) as the manual solution, the genetic procedure requires an adjustment of eight cables (MOGA-CA2), just one more than the optimal solution found with respect to the minimum number of the adjusted cables ( Figure 3) .
The MOGA-CA3 shows that to find the same gain of convex optimization with 20 fixed cables, only 12 cables have to be adjusted.
Practical evaluation of solutions
To validate the results, the site and structural requirements must be evaluated. Figure 6 shows the verification of stress in the bridge deck.
For this particular application, the optimal solution with an equivalent error to the manual solution and a minimum number of adjusted cables (MOGA-CA2) generates unacceptable stress conditions in bridge deck. The other mathematical solutions meet stress limit requirements in the deck.
Discussion
Comparing the automatic and manual optimization of cables adjustment of St. Patrick's bridge, the results are as follows:
1. If the problem is strictly constrained, that is, the cables to adjust are clearly defined by practical or engineering considerations, the best way to find the optimal length adjustments is to use the convex algorithm to solve the optimization described in equation (8) . The process converges extremely fast to a solution that improves the manual optimization, in our case by about 30% while meeting the structural and site requirements. 2. If the identification of the cables to adjust cannot be done a priori, genetic optimization can be a useful tool to determine the search space and optimal solution subsets, and cable configurations that minimize the divergence between the ideal tensions and the real tensions, and are efficient in terms of computation time. However, other relevant practical and structural constraints may not be respected. The engineer's experience and input are required to choose the best configuration or explore other non-optimal configurations than those found by the MOGA.
Conclusion
We have here presented an optimization procedure that determines the optimal length adjustment for statically indeterminate cable systems, such that both deviations between the cable forces measured on site and the ideal tension and the number of adjusted cables are minimized. Given a range of length adjustment, it has been shown by a practical case that the optimal adjustment can be successfully evolved to create a population of optimal solutions. The MOGA developed here is a powerful tool to help the engineer determine the best solution for a particular adjustment problem. An immediate application of mathematical optimization techniques as a tool in cable adjustment problems would be the iterative analysis of predetermined cable configurations that respect structural and practical site with the CVX-LS algorithm.
One direction for future research is the integration of additional structural or practical requirements such as hanger force requirements, deck stress requirements, or others, as optimization constraints. This would allow to evaluate the quality of the solutions directly in the optimization method. Finite element method (FEM) analysis would be required so attention must be paid to computation time. It may also be interesting to compare results for other typologies of cable systems as the one presented in Royer-de-Vericourt et al. 1 Results are encouraging and show that our proposed strategy can be successfully applied for fine-tuning of statically indeterminate interdependent cable systems. The MOGA-CA can be used as a valuable tool by engineers to find quickly and efficiently the optimal cable adjustment.
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